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Abstract

This paper reports on a search for narrow resonances in diboson production in the $\ell\ell q\bar{q}$ final state using $pp$ collision data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 20 fb$^{-1}$ collected at $\sqrt{s} = 8$ TeV with the ATLAS detector at the Large Hadron Collider. No significant excess of data events over the Standard Model expectation is observed. Upper limits at the 95% confidence level are set on the production cross section times branching ratio for Kaluza–Klein gravitons predicted by the Randall–Sundrum model and for Extended Gauge Model $W'$ bosons. These results lead to the exclusion of mass values below 740 GeV and 1590 GeV for the graviton and $W'$ boson respectively.
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1 Introduction

This paper presents a search for narrow diboson resonances in the semileptonic decay channel $ZZ \rightarrow \ell\ell q\bar{q}$ (where $\ell$ stands for electron or muon) in $pp$ collision data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 20 fb$^{-1}$ recorded with the ATLAS detector at a centre-of-mass energy $\sqrt{s} = 8$ TeV at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). This type of resonances appear in models such as Technicolor [1–3], Warped Extra Dimensions [4–6], and Grand Unified Theories [7–10]. The semileptonic decay channel has a relatively large branching ratio compared to the fully leptonic mode, while the requirement of the presence of two decay leptons can suppress the multijet background present in the fully hadronic mode. Additionally, the absence of neutrinos in the final state allows to reconstruct the invariant mass of the diboson system.

This analysis is optimized using two models with narrow resonances as benchmarks: spin-2 Kaluza–Klein (KK) gravitons ($G^* \rightarrow ZZ$), and spin-1 $W'$ gauge bosons ($W' \rightarrow ZW$) of the Sequential Standard Model (SSM) with modified coupling to $ZW$, also referred to as the Extended Gauge Model (EGM) [11]. For both models, the $W$ and $Z$ bosons from resonance decays are longitudinally polarized over a pole mass range relevant to this analysis.

The KK graviton interpretation is based on an extended Randall–Sundrum (RS) model with a warped extra dimension in which the Standard Model (SM) fields can propagate [12]. This extended “bulk” RS model avoids constraints on the original RS model [4], referred to as RS1 hereafter, from limits on flavour-changing neutral currents and from electroweak precision tests. The bulk RS model is characterized by a dimensionless coupling constant $k/\bar{M}_{\text{Pl}} \sim 1$ where $k$ is the curvature of the warped extra dimension and $\bar{M}_{\text{Pl}} = M_{\text{Pl}}/\sqrt{8\pi}$ is the reduced Planck mass. The width relative to the mass of the bulk RS graviton with $k/\bar{M}_{\text{Pl}} = 1$ varies between 3% and 6% within the pole mass range of 300–2000 GeV.

The EGM introduces $W'$ and $Z'$ bosons with SM couplings to fermions and with the coupling strength of the heavy $W'$ to $WZ$ modified by a mixing factor $\xi = c \times (m_W/m_{W'})^2$ relative to the SM couplings, where $m_W$ and $m_{W'}$ are the pole masses of the $W$ and $W'$ bosons respectively, and $c$ is a coupling scaling factor. In this scenario the partial width of the $W'$ boson to $WZ$ scales linearly with $m_{W'}$, leading to a narrow resonance over the accessible mass range, in contrast to the SSM where the width grows rapidly as $m_{W'}^5$. For the simulated EGM $W'$ samples used in the analysis, the natural $W'$ width is about 3% at a pole mass of 300 GeV and increases slightly to 4% at a pole mass of 2000 GeV.

Previous searches for diboson resonances have been carried out using $pp$ collision data at $\sqrt{s} = 1.96$ TeV at
the Tevatron and pp collision data at $\sqrt{s} = 7$–8 TeV at the LHC. The D0 Collaboration searched for resonances in WW and ZW production \cite{13,14} and excluded W bosons in the mass range of 180–690 GeV and RS gravitons in the mass interval 300–754 GeV at the 95% confidence level (CL). The CDF experiment searched for resonances in the ZZ decay channel and set limits on the production cross section of RS1 gravitons in the mass range 300–1000 GeV at the 95% CL \cite{15}. The ATLAS Collaboration reported searches for resonant ZZ ($\rightarrow \ell\ell'\ell', \ell\ell'q\bar{q}$) \cite{16}, WW ($\rightarrow \ell\nu q\bar{q}$) \cite{17} and WZ ($\rightarrow \ell\nu q\bar{q}, \ell\nu\ell'')$ production, and searches for new phenomena in high-mass WW ($\rightarrow \ell\nu'\ell'$) processes \cite{19} using pp collision data recorded at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV, except for the WZ ($\rightarrow \ell\nu'q\bar{q}$) search in Ref. \cite{15}, which used data recorded at $\sqrt{s} = 8$ TeV. Here $\ell'$ stands for an electron or muon. These studies excluded EGM W' bosons with masses up to 1.52 TeV for WW final states, RS1 gravitons with masses up to 845 GeV for ZZ final states and up to 1.23 TeV for WW final states. The CMS Collaboration searched for ZZ and WW resonances in the semileptonic decay channel, setting exclusion limits on the production cross section of bulk RS gravitons \cite{20}. In the fully hadronic channel, the CMS Collaboration excluded RS1 gravitons with $k/\sqrt{M_T^2} = 0.1$ for masses up to 1.2 TeV, and W' bosons for masses up to 1.7 TeV \cite{21}. Both of these searches implement jet substructure techniques to identify the event topology where the hadronic system from the decay of one or two gauge bosons is produced at high transverse momentum $p_T$, resulting in a single reconstructed jet. In the analysis presented here, a similar technique has been used to identify hadronically decaying W or Z boson produced at high $p_T$. This technique uses the characteristics of two cores (“subjets”) inside a single reconstructed jet and allows for a significant improvement in acceptance and selection efficiency for high mass states with boosted W and Z bosons over the previous analysis \cite{16}.

2 Analysis

In this study, three optimized sets of selection criteria classify ZW/ZZ → $\ell\ell'q\bar{q}$ events into distinct kinematic regions, namely the “low-$p_T$ resolved region” (LR), “high-$p_T$ resolved region” (HR) and “merged region” (MR), based on the $p_T$ of the dilepton and the hadronic system. In the LR and HR the hadronic boson decay is reconstructed as two distinct jets, whereas in the MR it is reconstructed as a single jet. In all three cases, the dilepton (hadronic system) mass is required to be consistent with the mass of the Z boson (W or Z boson).

In the MR, additional jet substructure information, optimized for the identification of the hadronic decay of a longitudinally polarized high-$p_T$ boson, is used to improve the sensitivity. Finally, the $\ell\ell'q\bar{q}$ mass spectrum, reconstructed as the mass of the dilepton and the two-jet system in the LR and HR ($m_{\ell\ell'j}$) or the dilepton and the single-jet system in the MR ($m_{\ell\ell'j}$), is examined for excesses with respect to the expectation from SM processes (background).

2.1 Detector and data sample

The ATLAS detector \cite{22} consists of an inner detector (ID) providing charged particle tracking for the pseudorapidity range $|\eta| < 2.5$, surrounded by a superconducting solenoid, electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters with a coverage of $|\eta| < 4.9$, and a muon spectrometer (MS) with toroidal magnets that provides muon identification in the range $|\eta| < 2.7$.

This study uses an integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb$^{-1}$ of pp collision data collected in 2012. The luminosity is derived from beam-separation scans \cite{23} and has an uncertainty of 2.8%. Events are selected with lepton triggers that require the presence of at least one lepton (electron or muon) with $p_T$ above 24 GeV. The trigger efficiency for signal events that pass the selection criteria described in Sect. \ref{sec:analysis} is approximately 92% for the muon channel and greater than 99% for the electron channel.

2.2 Simulated event samples

To model the acceptance and the reconstructed mass spectra for narrow resonances, benchmark signal samples are generated with pole masses between 300 and 2000 GeV, in 100 GeV steps. Additional samples are generated between 350 and 950 GeV for the bulk RS $G^*$ signal so that the mass gap is reduced to 50 GeV, which is comparable to the detector resolution of the reconstructed $\ell\ell'q\bar{q}$ mass in this mass interval. The bulk RS $G^*$ signal events are generated by CalcHEP \cite{24} with $k/\sqrt{M_T^2} = 1.0$, and the W' signal sample is generated with Pythia 8 \cite{25}, setting the coupling scale factor $c = 1$. The factorization and renormalization scales are set to the resonance mass. The hadronisation and fragmentation are modelled with Pythia 8 in both cases.
Theoretical production cross section times branching ratio \( \sigma_{\text{G}^*} \cdot \text{BR}(\text{G}^* \to ZZ) \) with \( k/M_H = 1.0 \) and \( \sigma_{W'}(pp \to W') \cdot \text{BR}(W' \to ZW) \) with \( c = 1 \) for different pole masses of the resonances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pole mass [GeV]</th>
<th>( \sigma_{\text{G}^*} \cdot \text{BR} ) [fb]</th>
<th>( \sigma_{W'} \cdot \text{BR} ) [fb]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>4100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and the CTEQ6L1 [20] (MSTW2008LO [27]) parton distribution functions (PDFs) are used for the \( G^* (W') \) signal. The \( W' \) production cross section is scaled to a next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) calculation in \( \alpha_s \) and the CTEQ6L1 [20] (MSTW2008LO [27]) parton distribution functions (PDFs) are used for the \( G^* (W') \) signal. The \( W' \) production cross section is scaled to a next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) calculation in \( \alpha_s \) by ZWPROD [28]. Calculated production cross section times branching ratio values for different pole masses are given in Table 1.

The main background sources are \( Z \) bosons produced in association with jets (\( Z+\text{jets} \)), followed by top-quark pair and non-resonant vector-boson pair production. The contribution from multijet events is negligible after the selection cuts described in Sect. 2.3. All background estimations are based on simulation. Additionally, the main background source, \( Z+\text{jets} \), is estimated using constraints from data as described in Sect. 2.3. The \( Z+\text{jets} \) background is modelled by the SHERPA generator [29] with CT10 PDFs [30]. The top pair, \( s \)-channel single-top and \( Wt \) processes are modelled by the MC@NLO [31] generator with CT10 PDFs, interfaced to HERWIG [32] for hadronisation and Jimmy [33] for modelling of the underlying event. The top pair production cross section is calculated at NNLO in QCD including resummation of next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic soft gluon terms with Top++ [2]. The \( t \)-channel single-top events are generated by AcerMC [40] with CTEQ6L1 PDFs and PYTHIA 6 [41] for hadronisation. The diboson events are produced with the HERWIG generator and CTEQ6L1 PDFs. The diboson production cross sections are normalized to predictions at next-to-leading-order accuracy as calculated with [42].

Generated events are processed with the ATLAS detector simulation program [43] based on the GEANT4 package [44]. Effects from additional inelastic \( pp \) interactions (pile-up) occurring in the same bunch crossing are taken into account by overlaying minimum-bias events simulated by PYTHIA 8.

2.3 Object and event selection

Electron candidates are selected from energy clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter according to the medium criteria of Ref. [45], which impose requirements on the shower profile and demand an associated ID track. Offline reconstructed electrons are required to have \( p_T > 25 \) GeV and \( |\eta| < 2.47 \). The transition region between the barrel and endcaps (\( 1.37 < |\eta| < 1.52 \)) exhibits degraded energy resolution and is therefore excluded.

Muon candidates are reconstructed by combining ID and MS tracks which have consistent position, charge and momentum measurements [46]. The muon candidates are required to have \( p_T > 25 \) GeV and \( |\eta| < 2.4 \).

A primary vertex reconstructed from at least three well-reconstructed charged particle tracks, each with \( p_T > 400 \) MeV, is required in order to remove non-collision background. If an event contains more than one primary vertex candidate, the vertex with the highest \( \Sigma p_T^2 \) of the associated tracks is selected. To ensure that both electrons or muons originate from the primary vertex, it is required that the product of the longitudinal impact parameter (\( z_0 \)) and the sine of the polar angle of the candidate (\( \theta \)) satisfies \( |z_0 \sin(\theta)| < 0.5 \text{ mm} \), and that the ratio of the transverse impact parameter (\( d_0 \)) to its uncertainty (\( \sigma_{d_0} \)) for electrons (muons) fulfills \( d_0/\sigma_{d_0} < 6 (3.5) \). In addition, the lepton candidates are required to be isolated from other tracks and calorimetric activity. The scalar sum of the transverse momenta of tracks within a cone of size \( \Delta R = \sqrt{(|\Delta \eta|^2 + (\Delta \phi)^2)} = 0.2 \) around the lepton track is required to be less than 15\% of the candidate \( p_T \). Similarly, the sum of transverse energy deposits in the calorimeter within a cone of size \( \Delta R = 0.2 \), excluding the transverse energy due to the lepton, and corrected for the expected pile-up contribution, is required to be less than 30\% of the candidate \( p_T \) (calorimetric isolation).

To improve the acceptance for events with boosted \( Z \) bosons, with \( p_T > 800 \) GeV, the isolation method is modified for dilepton objects: a dilepton track isolation variable is calculated for each lepton of a like-flavour pair by subtracting the \( p_T \) of the paired lepton from the \( p_T \) sum described above if it falls inside the isolation cone of the lepton under consideration. The modified scalar sum \( p_T \) variable for the dilepton isolation is required to be less than 15\% of the lepton \( p_T \), as in the standard track isolation. The calorimetric isolation requirements are dropped if \( \Delta R(\ell \ell) < 0.25 \).

Jets are reconstructed from clusters of calorimeter cells using the anti-\( k_T \) algorithm [47] with a distance parameter \( R = 0.4 \). Jets are required to be in the range \( |\eta| < 2.1 \) and to have \( p_T > 30 \) GeV after correcting for energy losses in passive material, the non-compensating response of the calorimeter and extra energy due to event pile-up [48]. Furthermore, for jets with \( p_T < 50 \) GeV, the scalar sum \( p_T \) of associated tracks from the primary vertex is required to be at least 50\% of the scalar sum \( p_T \) of all associated tracks to suppress
jets from pile-up interactions. The selected anti-$k_t$ jets are referred to as small-$R$ jets and denoted by “$j$” hereafter.

For resonances with a mass above about 900 GeV, the $q\bar{q}$ pair is often merged into a single jet and the fraction of merged $q\bar{q}$ pairs increases with the resonance mass. Such jets are reconstructed with the Cambridge–Aachen jet clustering algorithm [49] with a distance parameter $R = 1.2$. To exploit the characteristics of the decay of the massive boson into a $q\bar{q}$ pair, these jets are further required to pass a splitting and filtering algorithm similar to the algorithm described in Ref. [50] but optimized for the identification of very high-$p_T$ boson decays [51]. These jets are required to be within $|\eta| < 1.2$ and to have $p_T > 100$ GeV, and are referred to as large-$R$ jets or “$J$” hereafter.

Events which contain exactly two electrons or muons satisfying the above criteria are selected if at least one is associated with a lepton trigger candidate. To select lepton pairs originating from a $Z$ boson decay, the dilepton invariant mass ($m_{\ell\ell}$) is required to be in the range $66$ GeV $< m_{\ell\ell} < 116$ GeV. The $m_{\ell\ell}$ cut range is chosen to be wide to enhance the signal sensitivity, given that the dominant background is from the $Z +$ jets processes and a narrower cut would not provide additional discrimination power. Muon-pair events are further required to have muons of opposite charge. The opposite-charge requirement is not required for electron-pair events because of a higher charge misidentification rate for high-$p_T$ electrons.

The three selection regions are differentiated by the $p_T$ ranges for the leptonic $Z$ decay candidate ($p_T^{\ell\ell}$) and hadronic jet system, namely $p_T^{\ell\ell} > 400$ GeV and $p_T^J > 400$ GeV for the large-$R$ jet in the MR, and $p_T^{\ell\ell} > 100$ (250) GeV and $p_T^J > 100$ (250) GeV for the two small-$R$ jets at low (high) $p_T$ in the LR (HR). The mass of the hadronic jet system is required to be in the range $70$ GeV $< m_{jj/J} < 110$ GeV for both the hadronic $W$ and $Z$ decay candidates in all three regions. In the MR, the large-$R$ jet is split into subjets using an algorithm described in Ref. [50]. However, in contrast to the configuration used in Ref. [50], the mass relation between the large-$R$ jet and subjets, the mass drop, is not imposed. A subjet momentum balance variable is defined as $\sqrt{y} = \min(p_T^{j1}, p_T^{j2}) \Delta R_{12}/m_{12}$, where $p_T^{j1}$ and $p_T^{j2}$ are the transverse momenta of the two leading subjets, $\Delta R_{12}$ is their separation and $m_{12}$ is their mass. To suppress jets from gluon radiation and splitting, the subjet momentum balance is required to be $\sqrt{y} > 0.45$. Events are classified by sequentially applying the criteria for the MR, HR, and LR, thus assigning each event exclusively to one region. Overall, the signal acceptance times efficiency after all selection require-

ments increases from 5–10% at $m_{\ell\ell}^* = 300$ GeV to a plateau of 30–35% above $m_{\ell\ell}^* = 500$ GeV for a signal sample of $G^* \rightarrow ZZ \rightarrow \ell\ell q\bar{q}$. The improvement in acceptance compared to the previous analysis [16] ranges up to a factor of five for masses above 1.5 TeV.

2.4 Background and event yield

The simulation of the main background source ($Z +$jets) is corrected using data. The normalization and $m_{\ell\ell jj/J}$ shape corrections of the simulated $Z +$ jets background sample is determined from data in a control region defined by all selection cuts but with an inverted cut on $m_{jj/J}$, namely $m_{jj/J} < 70$ GeV or $m_{jj/J} > 110$ GeV, in the resolved and merged regions, respectively. The normalization corrections, obtained as the ratio of event yields in the data and $Z +$ jets simulated samples for the electron and muon channel, after removing contributions from subdominant backgrounds from the data spectrum, range between 2% and 10%. The $m_{\ell\ell jj/J}$ shape correction is well reproduced with a linear fit to the ratio of data to $Z +$ jets background, derived for each signal region after combining the electron and muon channels. This results in bin-by-bin corrections of up to 7% in the LR, 3% in the HR, and 22% in the MR. The other backgrounds, from diboson and top production, are taken from simulation without applying corrections from data control regions.

The event yield in the three signal regions is summarized in Table 2. The total event yield with combined statistical and systematic uncertainties is given before and after the simultaneous fit to the three signal regions (cf. Sect. 3).

2.5 Systematic uncertainties

The main systematic uncertainty on the $m_{\ell\ell jj/J}$ spectrum comes from the uncertainty in the $Z +$ jets background modelling. The normalization uncertainty of the $Z +$ jets background is estimated from the relative difference between the normalization corrections derived from the nominal control region ($m_{jj/J} < 70$ GeV or $> 110$ GeV) and either the lower or higher mass region, taking the larger of the two as an estimate of the systematic uncertainty. If the resulting uncertainty is smaller than the statistical uncertainty of the normalization correction from the nominal control region, the latter is used as the systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty of the shape correction is estimated from the uncertainty on the slope parameter of the linear fit and is treated as uncorrelated with respect to the normalization uncertainty. The combined normalization and
shape uncertainties vary as a function of $m_{\ell\ell jj/J}$ and range from 6% to 9% in the LR, 2% to 8% in the HR, and 11% to 47% in the MR. For all simulated samples, detector performance-related systematic uncertainties including the small-$R$ jet energy scale and resolution, large-$R$ jet energy, mass and momentum-balance scales and resolutions, the lepton reconstruction and identification efficiencies, and lepton momentum scales and resolutions, the lepton reconstruction and identification efficiencies, and lepton momentum scales and resolutions are also considered. The large-$R$ jet energy and mass scale uncertainties are evaluated by comparing the ratio of calorimeter-based to track-based measurements in dijet data and simulated events, and are validated using a data sample of high-$p_T$ $W$ bosons produced in association with jets. A Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test is then performed between the nominal and systematically varied distributions for a given systematic uncertainty source to determine if it has a sizeable effect on the shape of background and signal estimations. Only significant systematic effects are retained in the analysis by requiring a KS probability of less than 10%. For the normalization, if the event yield changes by more than half the statistical uncertainty of the nominal yield, the systematic uncertainty is included.

Uncertainties on signal acceptance due to PDF sets, renormalization and factorization scale choices, initial- and final-state gluon radiation (ISR/FSR) modelling, and LHC beam energy uncertainty are also considered. The PDF uncertainties are estimated by taking the acceptance difference between CTEQ6L1 and MSTW2008LO PDFs and adding it in quadrature to the difference between MSTW2008LO error sets. The uncertainties due to the scale and ISR/FSR modelling are estimated by varying relevant parameters in PYTHIA 8 by a factor of 2.0 and 0.5. The beam energy systematic uncertainty is assessed with simulation by varying the beam energy within the measured uncertainty of 0.66% leading to at most a 1% effect on acceptance. The dominant uncertainty comes from ISR/FSR modelling and is approximately 5%.

### Table 2
Event yields in signal regions for data, expected backgrounds, and $G^*$ and $W'$ signals. The statistical and systematic uncertainties are given separately (in this order), except for the total background where the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty before (unconstrained) and after (constrained) the fit to the data in the signal regions is shown. The signal mass points correspond to 500 (LR), 800 (HR), and 1400 (MR) GeV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>LR</th>
<th>HR</th>
<th>MR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Z + \text{jets}$</td>
<td>$9460 \pm 40 \pm 660$</td>
<td>$591 \pm 4 \pm 15$</td>
<td>$20.9 \pm 0.3 \pm 2.3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$WW/WZ/ZZ$</td>
<td>$234 \pm 4 \pm 22$</td>
<td>$20.6 \pm 0.3 \pm 1.4$</td>
<td>$1.38 \pm 0.02 \pm 0.13$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t\bar{t} + \text{Single } t$</td>
<td>$175.3 \pm 9.2 \pm 9.9$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (unconstrained)</td>
<td>$9870 \pm 690$</td>
<td>$612 \pm 17$</td>
<td>$22.3 \pm 2.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (constrained)</td>
<td>$9730 \pm 98$</td>
<td>$608.8 \pm 3.8$</td>
<td>$21.80 \pm 0.46$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>$9728$</td>
<td>$619$</td>
<td>$25$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G^*$ Signal</td>
<td>$1097 \pm 17 \pm 63$</td>
<td>$14.27 \pm 0.19 \pm 0.76$</td>
<td>$0.0995 \pm 0.0013 \pm 0.0059$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W'$ Signal</td>
<td>$1950 \pm 40 \pm 140$</td>
<td>$145.0 \pm 2.3 \pm 8.1$</td>
<td>$3.64 \pm 0.06 \pm 0.31$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Results

The invariant mass of the diboson system is reconstructed from the $\ell\ell jj$ or $\ell J$ system. The reconstructed $m_{\ell\ell jj/J}$ distributions for data and simulated background events in the three signal regions are shown in Fig. 1 for the combined electron and muon channels. Good agreement is observed between the data and the background predictions, with $p$-values ranging from 0.98 to 0.10, and the results are presented as 95% confidence level upper limits on the production cross section times branching ratio for the $G^*$ and $W'$ models. The upper limits are determined using the $CL_s$ modified frequentist formalism with a profile likelihood test statistic. The test statistic is evaluated with a maximum likelihood fit of signal models and background predictions to the reconstructed $m_{\ell\ell jj/J}$ spectra shown in Fig. 1 Systematic uncertainties and their correlations are taken into account as nuisance parameters with Gaussian constraints. The likelihood fit, which takes into account correlations between the systematic uncertainties, is performed for signal pole masses ranging between 300–850 GeV for the LR, 550–1800 GeV for the HR, and 800–2000 GeV for the MR. Overlapping regions are fit simultaneously.

Fig. 2 shows 95% CL upper limits on the production cross section times branching fraction into $ZZ$ or $ZW$ as a function of the resonance pole mass. The theoretical predictions for the EGM $W'$ and the bulk RS $G^*$ with two different values of the coupling constant, $\kappa = 2.0$ and 0.5.
shown in the figure, allow the extraction of observed (expected) lower mass limits of 1590 (1540) GeV for the $W'$, and 740 and 540 (700 and 490) GeV for the $G^*$ with $k/M_{Pl} = 1.0$ and 0.5 respectively. The most powerful search regions are the LR for masses below 550 GeV, the HR from 500 to 850 GeV and the MR for higher masses.

Fig. 2 Observed and expected 95% CL upper limits on the cross section times branching fraction as a function of the resonance pole mass for the $G^*$ (top) and EGM $W'$ (bottom). The LO (NNLO) theoretical cross sections for $G^*$ $W'$ production with $k/M_{Pl} = 0.5$ and 1.0 ($c = 1$) are also shown. The band around the $W'$ cross section represents the theoretical uncertainty on the NNLO calculation. The inner and outer bands on the expected limits represent $\pm \sigma$ and $\pm 2\sigma$ variations respectively.

4 Conclusion

In summary, a search for narrow, heavy resonances produced in $pp$ collisions and decaying to diboson final states at the Large Hadron Collider has been performed. The data sample analysed, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 20 fb$^{-1}$ at $\sqrt{s} = 8$ TeV, was recorded with the ATLAS detector. No significant excess over the Standard Model background expectation was found. Upper limits on the production cross section times branching ratio and mass exclusion limits are derived for $W'$ bosons in the theoretical framework of an Extended
Gauge Model and for gravitons in warped extra dimensions in the context of the bulk Randall–Sundrum model. The results represent a significant improvement over previously reported limits by ATLAS [16] due to increased $pp$ collision energy and data set size as well as the development of new techniques to analyse heavily boosted decays of bosons.
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